GLACIER CLUB
NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS
A private golf community where real mountains, real people, and
real value come together.
DURANGO, COLORADO: After traveling
to 107 countries, Dwight Hendrickson has
become a pretty savvy traveler. He has experienced everything from the simplest of pleasures to the most opulent accommodations.
“I’ve been fortunate to live all around the
world,” said Dwight, member at Glacier Club.
“Two years ago, my wife Cristiane and I set
out on a three month, 7,500-mile road trip to
explore the Western United States. Our
odyssey began in Martha, Texas. We traversed
the coast and ultimately ended up in Durango.
“Durango has many ‘feel goods.’ It’s a real
town with real people who work hard, are
courteous, and appreciate friendship. Unlike
other well-known towns like Aspen or Vail,
Durango has soul. Here, locals wave-through
versus run-through traffic intersections.”

CUE NATURE

Glacier Club members/owners, Cristiane and Dwight Hendrickson (center: Cristiane, in
black jacket; Dwight, in white shirt), pictured with their guests at their boondoggle.

Quality golf was a key selling point in the
Hendrickson’s decision to join Glacier Club. The private
community features 27 holes of golf, an intimate clubhouse perked on a cliff with long-range mountain views,
fitness and tennis facilities, miles of walking trails, a dog
park, and Camp Glacier for kids. Each of its three nines
offers a distinct look and feel.
The Cliffs Course plays through ancient, glacially
striated rock formations, while the Hermosa Course is
shorter and walkable. And, finally, the Glacier Course

iconic Matterhorn, or the grandeur of Cape Kidnappers
Golf Club in New Zealand. The community’s environs
make me step back and ponder how insignificant we are
with nature. There is a running joke at the club when we
stand on the first tee,” laughed Hendrickson. “We tell our
guests the golf shop has a button to cue the deer and
hawks for a performance.”
Last month, Dwight held a four-day boondoggle for 24
friends and family members. “Everyone from the general

“OUR FRIENDLY MEMBERSHIP IS ONE OF THE REASONS WHY WE ARE SO SUCCESSFUL. THE SECOND NEW GUESTS WALK
INTO THE CLUB, THEY ARE INVITED TO NEIGHBORHOOD GATHERINGS, JEEPING EXCURSIONS, AND GOLF TRIPS.
WE ARE A TIGHT-KNIT FAMILY WHERE EVERYONE KNOWS YOUR NAME.” – JIM GOODMAN, GENERAL MANAGER, GLACIER CLUB
creates a “oneness with nature” with few homes visible
through the thick forest of trees and boulders.
The community’s equity legacy expands privileges to
five generations of the family under one membership.
Grandparents, parents, children, and grandchildren are
considered full members with access to all amenities.
“The three nines are carved into a mountainside. Our
surroundings remind me of Zermatt, Switzerland, and its

manager to the executive chef worked together to make
it happen,” explained Hendrickson. “When our neighbors
learned of our upcoming party, several offered their spare
bedrooms for the overflow of guests. To me, that is the real
deal in life when neighbors help neighbors.” ■
For information please call (866) 379-5724, or visit
TheGlacierClub.com.
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